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Internal and Ancestral Controls of Cell-Generation Times 
Studies of the generation-time distribution for indi-
vidual bacterial cells, and the degree to which the 
generation times of related invididuals are associated, 
have been reported (1). Associations are revealed be-
tween the generation times of cells for an intermediate 
period, as demonstrated by both lateral and longitudi-
nal correlations between related cells; that is, between 
cells all within the same generation, or between ances-
tors and progeny. This information is required for 
development of adequate models for the kinetics of 
growth of cell populations. 
The generation time of a cell is the period between 
successive cell divisions; that is, the period between 
the birth of the cell by fission of its parent and the 
later instant of its own fission. In practice, generation 
times are measured by recording of the development 
of some particular cell state at maturity or state during 
or near fission, as the individual cells are observed at 
successive times. This state must be carefully chosen, 
for any variability in its passage causes a corresponding 
loss of resolution in the measured generation-time 
distribution and leads to an unduly negative correla-
tion between successive generation times. 
Clearly generation times are not entirely indepen-
dent as was assumed in earlier models; nor do genera-
tion times of progeny continue indefinitely to be signifi-
cantly dependent upon their remote ancestors. Rather 
there are associations between the generation times 
of cells for an intermediate period: some three genera-
tions in bacterial cultures. This fact was demonstrated 
in both lateral and longitudinal correlations between 
related cells. 
The dependence of the generation times of daughter 
cells upon those of their mothers is usually not re-
vealed in correlation tests, but this dependence be-
comes evident when the cell sizes at division are con-
sidered. These results show that generation times of
progeny are influenced by nongenetic factors trans-
mitted from their ancestors; and that at least two of 
these factors are necessary to account for the absence 
of correlation between mother and daughter, with 
opposite effects upon the generation times of daughter 
cells. 
Since other kinds of cells have similar distributions 
of generation time, similar kinds of dependence are 
expected for them. 
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